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Main Event Details

Event : A Song of Ice and Fire Regionals
Venue : Singapore, BlitzMinis
Missions: Dance of dragons, feast for crows, Here we stand,  Winds of winter.
Game : A Song of Ice and Fire
Points : 40
Dates : October 23 , 2022, 9.30 AM to 5.30 PM
Fee: SGD25 per player



1.1 LIST BUILDING

Point limit: 40 Point Armies will be used for both the Main Event

- Players are allowed to bring 2 Army lists per Army List and Construction guidelines.

- Models must be released at retail prior to the event to be included.

- Previewed models/ units or early release items are not allowed.

- Round Length will be 90 minutes of game time with 15 minutes for overtime and
round pairings and setup.

- No proxies are allowed with the exception that if you want to play multiple copies of
the same attachment, you must have at least one

1.2 List Submission

Players must submit their team's rosters by 23:59 (CET) on September 30th, 2022. Lists
should be emailed col.clausewitz@blitzandpeaces.com.

List checking deadline will be October 7th, 2022. Lists will be checked by a party not
attending the tournament. All lists will also be published on our website and page.

2.1 Schedule
Sunday October 23rd, 2022

Briefings : 0930 - 0945
Game 1 : 0945 - 1130
Lunch : 1130 - 1200
Game 2 : 1200 - 1345
Game 3 : 1345 - 1530
Game 4 : 1530 - 1715
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3.1 Timings

1. Each round will last for 1.5 hours. This excludes the time for the pairings process
which must be completed within 15 minutes. This also includes the deployment for
the match.

2. Refer to section 4.2 for Resolution of games that end with no one achieving the
objectives by the time limit.

3.2 Pairing System
This event will use swiss pairing.

4.1 Missions Table

In order of play, the game modes for each round starting with the first will be, Dance of
dragons, feast for crows, Here we stand,  Winds of winter.

4.2 Scoring System
Each round will potentially earn the player up to 3 Tournament Points (TPs); 3 TPs for a Win,
2 TPs for a Tie, 1 TP for a Loss, and 0 TPs for any game in which the player chooses to
forfeit.

In addition to Tournament Points, players will earn a number of Secondary Points as well.
These are used as tie-breakers to determine final standings and are based on total
accumulated Victory Points versus opponent’s total.

•Crushing Victory (5+ VP):  Winner: 4 SP / Loser: 0 SP
•Standard Victory (3-4 VP):  Winner: 3 SP / Loser: 1 SP
•Narrow Victory (0-2 VP):  Winner: 2 SP / Loser: 2 SP

• If a player ever has 0 remaining Combat Units on the battlefield, their opponent
immediately Wins the game and scores a Crushing Victory.

• Players should record the total points of destroyed enemy units during each game, as
these may act as a tertiary tie-breaker.

• If a player should concede a game, their opponent will score a Win with a Standard Victory
(unless they would already have scored a Crushing Victory at the time of concession). They
are also awarded points for each unit they have destroyed, or 1/2 the value of the
opponent’s army, whichever is greater. The conceding player is given a Loss with 0 Victory
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and Secondary Points. The Event Organizer may modify these totals, and disqualify a player
from the tournament, if the concession should be deemed to have been done with
unsportsmanlike behavior or intent.

4.3 Rules/Issues Resolution

1. Call a referee. This will be one of the official referees

2. The decision of the referee is final and may not be contested.

4.4 Tournament Rules

At the end of the event, the player with the most Tournament Points is declared the winner. In the
event of a tie, the player with the most Tournament Points and Secondary Points is declared the
winner.

If, after this, the score is STILL tied, then the winner will be the player with the most Tournament
Points, Secondary Points, and highest total points of destroyed enemy units.
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5.1 Player Guidelines

1. We’re all here to have fun and play with toy soldiers. Civil and respectful behavior is
the standard expected from all players in the event. Aggressive, rude behaviour or
violence is unacceptable and will result in a disqualification of the player and a ban
from future events.

2. Remember that English is not everyone’s first (and sometimes fourth) language at
ATC. Speak slowly and clearly. Half of the arguments out there are caused not by
nefarious intent, but through misunderstandings.

3. Doubts about special rules or potentially tricky situations should be discussed
BEFORE a conflict arises. It is essential that both players feel comfortable with how
the game is being played at every moment. Intentions and moves should be stated
clearly to all players so no misunderstandings arise.

4. At any time if a team feels that they have been treated in an unsporting manner, they
should inform a ref or the TO about it. This way the conflicting situations can be
recorded and further discussed with the affected teams in order to prevent further
unsporting behaviour during the event.

For the penalties listed above, small point deductions can alter the winner of the game. The
penalty for violations is one point deducted from the game score for each instance.
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Goodie Bag and Loot

Each player who has played at least three games in the tournament will receive the
following:

- 1 Pack of the players choice of ASOIAF Card Sleeves

Prizes

- The winning player will receive a Starter box of his choice and some special swag
TBA

- The 1st runner up will receive a starter box of his choice

- Random Raffles prizes for all teams: 2 expansion boxes are to be given out from the
prize pool to 2 randomly drawn players who did not receive any other awards. If there
are 16 players or more, 2 additional expansion boxes will be added to the lucky draw
pool.

- The best painted army by popular vote will receive the Order of Loras. And get a free
expansion box from the prize pool.
Requirements for best painted:

- The entire roster is fully painted and based
- Objective markers must also be fully painted and based
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